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Abstract
With the growing importance of external and shared
data, the set of requirements for Business Intelligence
and Analytics (BIA) is shifting. Current solutions still
come with shortcomings, esp. in multi-stakeholder
environments where sensitive content is exchanged.
We argue that a new level in the evolution of BIA can
be unlocked by tearing down the barriers between
storage and computing based on upcoming storage
technologies. In particular, we propose a revitalization of ideas from object-oriented databases. We
present results from a joint project that aimed at
delineating design options for BIA solutions built
upon this idea. The paper outlines the interplay of
various architectural layers from storage to business
with an object-oriented platform at its core. By doing
so, we mark the way for further research, outline a
novel design of BIA solutions, and illustrate the consequences of low-level infrastructure innovations on
the business layer.

1. Introduction and motivation
Management Support Systems have a long and
rich history with continued interest both from the
managerial [14] and the research side [8, 20]. During
its evolution, a continuous stream of innovations has
repeatedly rejuvenated the field: In the 1980s, modeldriven analysis systems and data mining expanded
the analytical toolset of management support. The
1990s brought the Data Warehouse (DWH) and with
it the angle of integration and consistency [22] – thus
leading to the term of Business Intelligence (BI) [12].
BI later also engulfed organizational aspects [12, 32].
In the 2000s, active and real-time data warehousing
fostered the rise of “Operational BI” with reporting
solutions embedded into operational process support

[30]. The 2010s have already seen innovations based
on a Cloud-based sourcing of BI services [46], as
well as in-memory analytics and NoSQL/MapReduce-environments for the ad-hoc analysis of
large and poly-structured BigData sources [8].
Larger macro-economic trends (e.g. the rise of
social networks, the diffusion of cyber-physical systems, and the increased relevance of interconnected
global supply networks) fuel the demand for a new
level of BIA with an agile, dynamic, and multistakeholder decision support [3]. While the mentioned technological innovations answer some of the
resulting challenges, current architectures for BIA are
still not up to par with all arising requirements. The
adoption of Cloud-based, shared, and multistakeholder BIA solutions in particular is hampered
by security and privacy concerns [4, 33, 46].
A potent lever for dealing with these challenges
might be to overcome the prevalent separation between storage and computing processes. In the so far
dominating collocated scenarios where a single user
organization is in control of the BI solution, this
separation is not an issue. When information needs to
cross enterprise borders, however, data access is
governed by and dependent on the policies of the
infrastructure providers. We argue that a radical application of concepts from object orientation that
fuses data and computing might lead to a viable solution. If the data is encapsulated by the functions that
access, administer, and apply it, it can be moved
across organizational borders without losing the behavior defined by its owner (integrity control, policy
enforcement, etc.) while upholding behavioral constraints e.g. for data integration or aggregation. In
order to become truly trustworthy, we propose an
approach that goes down below the application level.
New innovations on the physical storage layer can

become relevant drivers of such ideas – innovations
that are not yet discussed in the BIA community.
In the following, we present the results of a design research project that explored how a platform
can be realized that exploits these ideas and that
mapped out the connections to the BIA side. The core
artifact of this project consists of two interlocked
parts: First, the design of the platform that unlocks
the potential of new storage technologies in Cloud
environments based on the idea of self-contained
objects. Second, a layer-based framework that shows
how such a platform can be embedded in a BIA solution and how it is connected to new design options on
various architectural layers. It also highlights relevant
resulting research opportunities.
The course of the argumentation is as follows:
First, we discuss the limitations of the current separation of data and computing processes for BIA and
introduce our methodological approach. Afterwards,
we propose design options on various Information
Technology / Information Systems (IT/IS) layers and
show their interrelations. After a short outline of our
feasibility prototype for the platform, the paper concludes with a discussion or our results and of the
implications for BIA and IS research and practice.

2. Manifestations and implications of the
computing/storage-schism
The dominant paradigm in application programming is object orientation which at its core fuses
computation and data. Here, the various merits of this
approach – especially the encapsulation of information behind methods and flexibility through polymorphism – are immediately palpable, which is why
this paradigm has become text-book knowledge [41,
44]. In a way, the methods enwrapping the data have
the potential to embed it into an application context.
This encompasses data access policies, data preparation, data transfer, or the relations of objects to other
data. Nevertheless, object orientation usually does
not transcend the middleware level. This becomes
visible in multitier web architectures that assign separate tiers for managing persistence and handling
business logic [13, 24], or on a more abstract level in
enterprise architecture management approaches like
the Zachman Framework with its Data (What?) and
Function (How?) columns [52], or TOGAF which
includes separate Data and Function blocks in its
Architecture Content Framework [45]. For BIA, this
distinction materializes in distinct data and computation layers that can be found in most industry or academic architecture blueprints. A data layer is responsible for providing a consistent, integrated data support (mainly realized by the DWH), while the analy-

sis logic is handled in a separate logic or analytic
layer (which often draws its data from excerpts of the
DWH, the data marts). Mostly, these are complemented by administrative components (e.g. for data
access policies, data lifecycle management, or
metadata administration) [5, 22].
The reasons for this separation are almost trivial,
given the characteristics of the prevalent infrastructures that require separate approaches to computing
and persistence, particularly when dealing with the
different behavior of data I/O (which in disk-based
storage systems is still mostly block-wise) and data
transfer (with separate physical networks for storages
and applications). The machinery installed, the methods applied, and the skillsets needed differ strongly.
The introduction of in-memory databases into the
realm of BIA [39] gives a glimpse on how infrastructure innovations begin to blur this line [28]. However, even with in-memory databases, the “glue” between data and computation is provided by the application. This leads to shortcomings that restrict the
applicability of new cross-border (BIA) applications:
S1: Shared infrastructures and the Cloud model
The Cloud model is the latest building block of
the vision to provide IT like a utility. While the benefits of this approach are well-accepted, e.g. enhancing
the agility of IT provision, reaping the professionalization advantages of a Cloud provider, or shifting
from capital to operating expenditures [7, 48], the
diffusion of Cloud-BI is still hampered by security
concerns of the potential users. This is mostly a question of data access and access policy enforcement
[23, 43].
S2: Shared data
BIA applications that require the sharing and
combination of data across organizational borders
(e.g. in a Supply Chain scenario, in market place
environments, or in franchise arrangements) add
questions of data exchange policies and data integration.
S3: Data kept for various purposes and metadata
Data pools that are not tied to an ex-ante specified
user group have to be particularly versatile, e.g. in
open data arrangements [34]. Here, the issues from
S1 and S2 become even more pressing. Despite the
fact that a classical DWH is designed for applicationindependent use, it is still residing within the confines
of a defined organization with its defined set of semantics and business rules. The wider the range of
applications using the data, possibly even across
industries, the higher the importance of sharing semantics without a cumbersome and error-prone transfer of metadata. Ideally, the metadata and its computational interpretation are bundled with the data.
S4: Mobility of data
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Figure 1. Structure of the argumentation and the framework
The number of devices for processing BIA data
has multiplied in the last decade. Decision support
functionality can come from mobile client devices,
general-purpose servers, massive clusters of servers,
or BIA-specific appliances. This further adds the
dimension of where data is to be stored and used.

3. Methodology
The presented results are the outcome of a two
years pan-European collaboration with working
groups of researchers in the fields of high performance computing (HPC), Cloud computing, storage,
semantic technologies, IT security, information systems, as well as with managers and developers of a
BIA tool provider, and a pharmaceutical BIA user
organization (plus organizations from other domains). The results of the different sub-groups were
tied together and evaluated in two face-to-faceworkshops in Spain, document-based collaboration,
and several dozen telephone conferences in the years
2011 to 2013.
Our work derived viable designs based on the
idea of merging data and computation in an objectoriented fashion based on new storage technologies.
The nucleus is an object-oriented, Cloud-oriented
platform built under consideration of the next generation of storage systems. As a design-oriented research
endeavor, this project deliberately focused on the
problem identification and object definition phases of
design science research [38] with the aim of pollinating a broad range of subsequent activities and studies.

For structuring our results and for building up the
eventual framework we applied a layer model condensed from Enterprise Architecture Management
and Cloud Computing [29, 50]. It distinguishes between:
A business and process layer that addresses strategic options, supported business functions and processes, and the resulting requirements.
An application layer that specifies how the requirements can be dealt with on the application side
under consideration of new possibilities at the platform layer. The application layer translates the business requirements into application features, which are
in turn requirements for the underlying layers.
A software platform layer in the sense of the Platform-as-a-Service concept of a Cloud solution [29].
This layer encompasses services of networking middleware and (object-oriented) database management
systems. This layer contains our platform.
The infrastructure / storage layer that grounds the
platform in hardware design and maps the objectoriented services of the platform to innovative options for the low-level infrastructure systems.
We understand the design-oriented outcomes of
our research as design options that address either
requirements or design options of a higher layer. The
design options are thereby not only shaping the solution space but also act as linking pins between different layers. They come in the form of application and
platform features, and infrastructure options. In the
terminology of design patterns [10], the design options represent solutions, while the higher level requirements/options present the problem and describe
the application context. In this contribution we also

highlight selected implications and impacts. This
article focusses on the form and function of the resulting framework and the platform (the what) and
will not go into the inner workings of our solutions
regarding architecture, applied principles, or implementations (the how). This particularly excludes the
discussion of the applied security techniques from
Grid- and Cloud computing for enabling secure access to confidential information or object methods.
With respect to the criteria for describing a Design Science endeavor given by Gregor and Jones
[16], the design options outline the form and the
function of the framework with the embedded platform and connects the latter to their applications. As
for our scope, the results are targeted towards shared,
Cloud-based, and data-intensive applications and
respective BIA applications in particular. The platform builds up on the justificatory knowledge of the
body of research from the domains of BIA, Cloud
Computing, security, and storage design. The mutability has been addressed by the discussion of further
application domains (cf. section 6). The interdisciplinary telephone conferences and workshops were used
for the evaluation of intermediary design options
conceived by the sub-groups regarding relevance and
feasibility. This project set-up also reflected the iterative search process for a holistic solution. The inclusion of the heterogeneous groups from research
aimed at ensuring the rigor and novelty, while the
discussion of the results with domain practitioners of
the application and the tool side fed the relevance
cycle in the sense of Hevner et al. [19].
In conclusion, the research was deductive by nature. The use of an example application for SCM
analytics was used for purposes of concretization,
illustration, and enrichment. This injected an inductive element into the approach.
Figure 1 illustrates the course of the argumentation and the structure of the resulting framework that
connects the various requirements and design options: the addressed business requirements (R1-R5),
the relevant application features (A1-A4), the features of the conceived platform (P1-P5), and eventually current and upcoming options on the storage /
infrastructure layer (I1-I4). For each layer three open
research questions are defined that we deem critical.

4. Results on the various layers
4.1 The business and process layer
During our meetings, a number of potential applications for our conception of a low-level based, object-oriented platform were explored and evaluated

for their potential on the business layer. Across all
domains, the possibility to share large volumes of
data among independent organizations has been
identified as a potent enabler for innovative systems.
This particularly opens options for novel solutions
in the data-centric BIA area. There are already examples for shared BIA solutions e.g. in joint venture
operations, horizontal business partnerships, market
platforms with BIA components, or – as in our exemplary case – Supply Chain Management (SCM).
In order to facilitate the applicability of such solutions we recommend meeting the following requirements:
R1. Strictly enforce access policies so that confidential data is only accessible for those who hold
the respective rights (even in a shared platform).
R2. Mutually disclose data with different degrees of
granularity among the various partners.
R3. Use a scalable and globally accessible platform
that can be dynamically scaled up, e.g. in case of
conducting a new plan run or analysis.
R4. Exchange and combine data from the various
partners.
R5. Enable high computing performance, esp. for adhoc and interactive analysis and planning (including the calculation of what-if scenarios).
The difference between R5 to R3 is that in R5 the
focus is on the provision of specific computational
performance while R3 refers to the general ability to
quickly scale the solution up and down.
The pharmaceutical organization in the consortium provided use cases which were explored for purposes of results validation, concretization, and illustration. One in particular was deemed important by
the company and found to be representative for the
class of envisioned BIA applications: A distributed
planning and budgeting system that involves multiple
supply chain partners. It needs to be highlighted that
the value of data sharing in SCM for planning, steering, and control have been shown in research before
[2, 21].
In the given case, cost planning and budgeting
have already been extended across the value chain
with an exchange of data on production and delivery
amounts. In one region, the data of the manufacturer
has been integrated with supplier data in an external
platform. Not yet realized, however, is an envisioned
large-scale data integration for planning that spans all
business units and regions and that involves suppliers
and customers alike – mostly for not meeting R1-R2.
Moreover, the current system is based on a patchwork of disparate tools with semi-manual data sharing (addressed by R4). Insufficient performance prohibits fully interactive planning scenarios as the planning process is based on terabytes of interdependent,

confidential data (leading to R5). As planning is not
done continuously and partners enter and leave the
process, scalability is also an issue (R3). The traits of
the application also show the particularities of the
BIA domain with its large, interlinked data repositories, heterogeneous access patterns, and distributed
user groups.
Open research questions on this layer that we see
crucial include:
Objective BO1: Analyse the connections to service level agreements and to the legal and contractual framework surrounding the systems.
Objective BO2: Scrutinize the business impact for
platform providers, tool developers, and consultancies and conduct a value-chain analysis.
Objective BO3: Analyse the potential to build
large-scale BIA eco-systems with participating public
administration organisations, small- and mediumsized enterprises, research institutions etc.

4.2 The application layer
An object-oriented platform, especially when
based on the storage types introduced in Section 4.4,
can be utilized in a way that applications are only
allowed to disclose a desired selection and a defined
degree of granularity of the data (R1, R2).
For the SCM example case that means that a
planner on the supplier side will only see aggregated
planning numbers from the pharmaceutical company,
while the pharmaceutical planner can work with her
data on the highest level of detail. As this feature is
built in the platform and realized on the infrastructure
layer, the partners are not dependent on trust when it
comes to data sharing (R1, R2, R4).
Application feature A1: Built up on platform functionality to provide features that govern data access.
Application feature A2: Built up on platform functionality to ensure a user-dependent data aggregation.
Furthermore, the data sharing and exchange itself
(R4) can be supported by specific functionality that
“sticks” with the data (e.g. by supporting semantic
mapping, cleansing, or metadata provision). The idea
is to move routines from disjoint ETL, metadata, and
database administration components to the data itself,
making the data “magnetic”.
Application feature A3: Couple the data with functionality that makes it “magnetic” by facilitating the
integration and combination of data.
Eventually, performance, global access, and
scalability are supported by the move to an inherently
secure Cloud platform. The pursued design also sees
the option of moving data to the infrastructure components most suitable for the required computing

needs. For interactive planning scenarios this could
imply a temporary transfer of the required data to
high-performance analytic appliances. This addresses
R3 and R5.
Application feature A4: Include functionality that
ensures the data is handled by the most pertinent
infrastructure components under particular utilization of Cloud infrastructures.
The chosen approach has architectural implications: A central element of standard reference BIA
architectures is the distinction of data layers for various states of preprocessing (ODS, DWH, data mart).
A revised architecture based on the envisioned solution could melt this down to mere logical views on a
shared data platform that is distributed across the
available infrastructure. Basically, this carries forward ideas from older approaches like virtual DWHs,
Enterprise Information Integration, and in-memory
databases [17, 39, 49]. Similarly, the implications for
current middleware layers should be scrutinized (e.g.
application servers used for implementing a SOA
architecture).
This leads to research objectives on this layer:
Objective AO1: Design application and integration architectures that fully exploit the solution.
Objective AO2: Re-assess the role of tightly integrated, application specific components like BI appliances and of proprietary end-to-end BIA suites.
Objective AO3: Explore the semantic limits of automated data sharing, integration, and data quality
assurance as well as on how to connect the new solution to proven approaches for these tasks.

4.3 The object-oriented software platform
The platform we propose mediates between the
(enhanced) storage infrastructure and the applications, which subsume any software that accesses
persistent data and serves it either to the final user or
to upper software layers. It is based on the concept
of self-contained objects. A self-contained object is a
piece of data that is always bound to the logic required to process it (methods) and to the policies that
manage its behaviour with respect to security, integrity, etc. Unlike in current practice this connection is
never broken apart – not even for persistence. The
object “lives on” on the storage or is even executed
there. The platform manages the self-contained objects and serves them to the application layer as if it
was in-memory data, regardless of physical form and
location. The only difference (transparent to the applications) is that the object methods are executed in
the storage platform, since they belong to the objects
and not to the applications using the objects.

This is also the main difference from other
frameworks such as Hibernate (http://hibernate.org)
or Spring (http://spring.io), which persist only the
data in the objects, while their methods still belong to
the application space. Since our platform stores the
objects as a whole, not only the data in the objects
but also their methods are shared by different applications. This provides several new possibilities that
are directly linked to the requirements R1-R5.
The respective platform features are:
P1: Method-based object access
By keeping data and code together, we can move
the responsibility for the data to the object, so that
security is kept independent of applications. The
object decides under which conditions it appears in
query results (e.g. depending on a location), giving
full control to the data owner. This behaviour is
achieved by encoding the desired policies into the
methods, which are the only access points to the data.
Thus, the methods of a self-contained object will
contain the original code plus whatever is required to
enforce the rules of the data owner. This can be done
automatically if the rules are defined by the means of
a domain-specific language.
Other mechanisms have been developed that are
also based on the idea of attaching rules to the data
for enforcing concrete behaviour, particularly access
control policies. For instance, Java provides guarded
objects [35], which wrap an object together with its
access control policies, implemented in a separate
guard object. In contrast, in our proposal policies are
included in the objects themselves, thus providing
transparent access even when they include policies.
Sticky policies [37] are another example of rules
attached to the data, in this case applied to the protection of personal information. In this approach, an
agreed trust authority regulates access to data, while
in our case it would be the methods that do this job.
P2: Disclose different degrees of granularity
Following the same approach as for P1, privacy rules
can be included in the objects to show data in different ways depending on who is accessing them. This
is particularly interesting for datasets containing
sensitive data, and enables to prevent the combination of certain kinds of information. For instance, in a
sales dataset owned by a pharmaceutical retailer in
the Supply Chain, an associated shipping company
will be allowed to access data from individual customers to plan the delivery. In contrast, the marketing
department of the pharmaceutical manufacturer might
analyse the same data but is only allowed to access
the objects indirectly through a collection object that
returns aggregated results.
P3: Object mobility

Since security and privacy are guaranteed by the
methods, objects can leave the platform without
changing their behaviour. Depending on factors such
as the current work load, an object can be moved to
the resource where the application is running or to a
third-party resource (e.g. an external cloud). This
ability to respond to fluctuating workloads allows
applications to take advantage of cloud elasticity
benefits. In order to guarantee that objects can be
safely migrated to a third-party infrastructure, a certain trust level must be fulfilled by the destination
infrastructure [36]. Thus, the platform will never
offload an object to a resource with a lower trust
level than the one required by the object as specified
by its owner.
P4: Enrichments
Some mechanism is required so that each application can not only consume the objects as they are, but
also personalize how it sees these objects or how they
behave. Since the shared data is protected by its associated methods, this flexibility can be achieved by
allowing applications to enrich the existing objects in
order to change how information is exported to applications or how this information is processed. By
enrichment we mean adding more information to
existing objects or changing their behaviour (always
within the bounds defined by their owner).
Several enrichments may coexist, and may be visible only to the application that defines them, so that
different views can be offered to different applications at the same time. In BIA, this can be useful to
perform analytics directly on top of a source system
and skip intermediate ETL, DWH, and data mart
layers. There are some well-known caveats to such an
approach, most notably the loss of historical data and
(legal) requirements for the archival of intermediate
data [17]. Note, though, that a self-contained object
might administer its own history and archive.
Enrichments are also applicable to interactive
planning. Understanding enrichments as models that
allow to see and to manage data in different ways,
one can apply different enrichments on the same data
set and see how results vary depending on different
parameters and/or models. This allows the application layer to calculate simulations / what-if scenarios.
Similar to our enrichment is the support for multiple views in object-oriented databases [6, 42], although it differs from our approach as these views do
not include methods, and they also lack the possibility of defining new data that is not derived from the
original source. In addition, views are defined by the
database administrator. Other concepts related to our
enrichments are the global schema in data integration, and the target schema in data exchange [11],
which may extend the schema by including new data,

but not code. Subject-oriented programming [18] and
aspect-oriented programming [27] also consider behaviour in order to offer different perspectives on the
same objects. Unlike the enrichments, though, they
only address cross-cutting concerns such as error
handling or caching, in order to avoid redundant or
scattered code. In contrast, the purpose of enrichments is to provide different ways to see and manage
the same data according to the different roles that
users have.
P5: Performance and secure offloading
In order to be useful in interactive planning scenarios, simulations at the application layer require
performance from the underlying layers. Performance
is in part provided by the enrichments themselves,
since they can encode the most appropriate data
structures to perform the calculations, and store them
together with the data, resulting in some kind of “materialized views” that are calculated just once and
then used in all the calculations. This is useful when a
subset of the data is shared by different scenarios.
A further property of our platform in this regard is
the avoidance of data movements. In other words, the
platform brings computation to the data, rather than
the data to the applications. Especially when the
amount of data is large as in the SCM use case, data
does not need to move around and network latencies
are avoided. This is particularly supported by storages that have computing capabilities (cf. 4.4).
The fact that objects are self-contained still allows
improving performance if computing capacity is
exceeded. In this case, the platform can securely and
transparently offload part of the data and computation
to an external cloud or to any other resource, such as
an HPC cluster, while guaranteeing security and
privacy as if the computation was performed within
the enterprise borders. This implies an important
performance gain for parallelizable tasks.
There are still open research directions to be followed in order to completely provide the features P1P5. The most relevant ones can be summarized in the
following research objectives:
Objective PO1: Define a simple declarative language to allow data providers to formalize security
and privacy policies, as well as a mechanism that
automatically enforces these policies (P1 and P2).
Objective PO2: Provide a limited programming
language to define enrichments, together with a
mechanism that automatically verifies whether an
enrichment satisfies the policies (P4).
Objective PO3: Provide a secure environment to
execute the methods attached to the objects when
they are offloaded to third-party resources such as
third-party Clouds (P3 and P5).

4.4 The infrastructure / storage layer
For the past 15 years there have been developments on the storage side that aim at fusing data and
functionality on the storage side, thus directly supporting a platform as the proposed one. The platform
is designed to immediately utilize these capabilities
in order to store and execute self-contained objects
directly on the storage.
I1: NASD
The platform feature P1 (enforcement of access
policies directly at the data) has been discussed in the
academic community for the first time in the context
of network attached secure disks (NASD) [15].
NASD are closely coupled with the concept of object-based storage devices, where the interface between applications and storage systems is based on
transferring complete objects, so that a storage system can understand semantic boundaries between
stored content [31]
Developing the idea of NASD further into the direction of today’s Cloud requirements and combining
it with the main ideas of trusted computing helps to
increase the mobility of data (cf. P3). Data can be
securely shared if it is encrypted on disk and can only
be accessed through interfaces on the storage device.
It also becomes possible to move the data to physically dislocated storage devices with the same or higher
trust level, so that they can securely leave the physical protection boundaries of an organization.
I2: Active Disks
Directly filtering data based on the accessing role
(which is the foundation for P1) requires additional
processing capabilities at the object-based storage
devices. These processing capabilities have been
introduced with active disks that use the embedded
processors within disk devices to pre-process data
directly at its source [40]. Having too complex interfaces and applying too slow processors, the idea has
not received attention for real applications at the time
of its invention, but recently received increased interest based on new storage technologies [26, 47]. Active disks with their embedded processing capabilities enable processing data without the need of transferring it to upper layers (not even to the operating
system). This way, avoiding data movements is taken
to the limit since data does not even need to leave the
storage device. Only results are sent to upper layers.
This relieves tasks from the software layers on top
and avoids latencies at runtime.
Data processing at its source is also a major building block for the provision of a scalable and globally
accessible platform (as requested in R3 and A4). The
bandwidth of storage arrays has become so fast that

moving the data from the storage systems to the servers easily saturates the associated network interfaces
and floods the processing nodes. As the computing
power associated with each array increases significantly, the processing and reduction of the data before delivering it becomes feasible.
Currently missing is an interface which allows
applications to easily move data processing to the
disks and disk arrays. Knowledge about the application is lost at the storage interface boundary. Read
and write optimizations, e.g., for database applications [25], cannot be transferred to the devices. Current approaches try to move the interface into the
operating system, to allow it to attach additional
semantic information, and to optimize storage accesses for each technology [1, 53], but do not yet
deliver the opportunity to directly transform the data.
I4: Non-volatile memory technologies
Scalability is also limited by the performance of
individual drives. While the access speed to inmemory databases only incurs the latency of main
memory, object-based disks are still restricted by the
underlying magnetic disks and flash. Non-volatile
memory technologies (NVRAM) like phase-changed
RAM, MRAM, or RRAM will significantly shrink
the current performance gap between standard
DRAM and storage and reduce access times down to
10 ns. This helps fulfilling R5 and building an economical and persistent alternative to current inmemory approaches [51]. Furthermore, these technologies are well-suited to be directly coupled with
logic [9] with the potential to drive the approach
proposed here even further.
NVRAM will enable addressing data (objects) directly as if it was in memory. This frees both applications and the middleware on top of storage systems
from the responsibility of mapping in-memory data to
a persistent storage. For instance, assume an objectoriented application that deals with persistent data.
As a first step, the application must transform inmemory data to the format required by the database
used (either relational or NoSQL), or must explicitly
write it into files. Afterwards, there is at least a second transformation to pack data into fixed size disk
blocks that is done by the operating system. The
same happens in the opposite direction, i.e. when
retrieving data from disk.
As the discussion above shows, additional research into the following directions is necessary:
Objective S1: Leverage the concept of network attached secure disks to the requirements of agile cloud
environments, so that data can be moved between
different, previously untrusted entities.
Objective S2: Overcome the latencies of magnetic- and flash-based disks by including non-volatile

memory technologies and to find architectural means
to integrate them into the storage and BI stack.
Objective S3: Provide stronger interfaces that allow passing semantic information between storage
layers, so that physical new device technologies can
be integrated according to their capabilities.

5. Platform prototype
In order to evaluate the feasibility of realizing our
core platform on a functional level and to gain further
insights into its applicability and behaviour, we developed a working prototype. Since we (and the storage research community) are still researching on how
to make the new storage technologies operable, the
prototype is currently accessing more conventional
storage technology, but keeping in mind the features
and interfaces that the new devices will offer. Thereby we will be able to exploit the new storage technologies as soon as they are available – unleashing
the full potential of our approach.
In its current form, the prototype includes a layer
which maps in-memory objects to a NoSQL data
store. As soon as NVRAM becomes a reality, this
layer will no longer be necessary, as we do not rely
on any of the data management features offered by
the database and use it just to access objects through
an identifier, which is how NVRAM works.
What the current prototype already does is enabling Java applications built on top to manage selfcontained objects in a transparent way, i.e. as if they
were only in memory. The prototype itself is also
implemented in Java and runs on several back-ends
with storage and compute capabilities.
The core feature of the prototype is the ability to
store not only data objects, but also their structure
and the methods associated with them (classes). The
rest of the prototype’s functionalities are based on
this feature as explained in the following.
First, since object methods are stored in the platform, the execution of methods happens in the same
back-end where the data is, avoiding unnecessary
data transfers from storage to application.
Second, because methods are stored in the platform, data policies can be encoded within them to
keep them independent from applications, thus ensuring that policies are always satisfied (R1, R2). Currently, policies have to be manually implemented in
the methods, but our goal is that data providers can
define them declaratively and automate their encoding (cf. PO1 and PO2). Note that the enforcement of
each policy is embedded in the code of the affected
methods and is checked only when required. This
makes an object as heavy as the amount and com-

plexity of the policies it has to satisfy without loosening security guarantees.
Third, the fact that classes are stored in the platform also provides users with the possibility to enrich
the existing data by adding new classes, or by adding
new properties and methods to existing classes. Each
user can define her own enrichments and make them
accessible to other users (R4, R5).
Part of the current solution has been published in
[blinded]. In order to fully fulfil all the requirements,
the platform must support offloading data and computation to potentially untrusted infrastructures
(PO3). This problem has not yet been approached,
but the fact that objects are the building blocks of our
solution, and that data is encapsulated through methods, will allow us to do this offloading in a secure
way.

6. Discussion, Limitations, and Outlook
Our results indicate that the possibility to fuse
computing and storage based on active disks and
non-volatile memory can have disruptive consequences in BIA on higher layers, particularly when
coupled with object-oriented concepts. These range
from a full revision of BIA architectures, obliterating
established conceptions of DWHs, up to the enablement of new large-scale cross-border BIA solutions.
The SCM decision support scenario is one upon
many. The vision is to allow for analytical crossborder BIA eco-systems with unprecedented levels of
security (BO3).
In our group we also explored other application
domains that underscore the mutability and generalizability of the platform and the approach: Commercial pharmaceutical research, science, management of
large-scale public events, news archives, and geodata services. Further domains could include health
care, public administration, or social media services.
A full-scale application of our approach would also
imply modified approaches to EAM.
It needs to be stressed that we see the novelty of
our research and thus its core contribution less in its
individual design options but in their interplay. The
core limitation of our work is that we have not yet
evaluated a full-fledged solution that spans all layers.
This will be particularly relevant for evaluating tradeoffs between performance and object mobility, for
testing application-specifics, or for addressing compatibility. Besides, the discussed solutions still require research input on storage, platform, and application layer before becoming available. However,
BIA tool providers, consultants, and user organizations need to be aware of those developments in order

to braze for the resulting changes and to seize the
opportunities early. This particularly means to tackle
the business- and application-oriented questions
BO1-BO3 and AO1-AO3.
What our research eventually does is to highlight
how seemingly “mere technical” low-level infrastructure innovations on the storage side can have rippleeffects all the way to the business model.
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